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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Google News and Machine Gatekeepers: Algorithmic
Personalisation and News Diversity in Online
News Search

Ryan Evans, Daniel Jackson and Jaron Murphy

Faculty of Media and Communication, Bournemouth University, Fern Barrow, Poole, UK

ABSTRACT
Through a mixed methods research design, we address normative
aspects of news recommendation engines by examining whether
search personalisation and news diversity are evident on Google
News in the UK. First, in a quasi-experimental design, we asked a
diverse set of participants (N¼ 78) to search Google News using
four search terms and report the first five articles recommended
for each term. We found little evidence of news personalisation,
which challenges the claim that news search algorithms contrib-
ute to weakened viewpoint diversity. We also found a high
degree of homogeneity in news search results, with legacy media
brands dominating. Second, we conducted a manual content ana-
lysis of the articles recommended by Google News for our search
terms (N¼ 192), focusing on favourability towards each term. We
found that while there was little relationship between the favour-
ability slant of the articles and political leanings of participants,
there were two exceptions: self-identified right-wing participants
were more likely to see unfavourable stories about 1) immigra-
tion, and 2) a left-wing politician. This reopens the question of
news search engines’ contributions to polarisation and viewpoint
diversity for certain news consumers.

KEYWORDS
Algorithmic news; news
personalisation; Google
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Whenever we consume news online, we are subject to various algorithms that sort,
organise, and recommend news based on information that websites and apps collect
from us. For many reasons, we might welcome the efficiency, consistency, speed and
scale which machines can bring to the distribution and organisation of news.
However, the algorithms underpinning search results and recommendations – the
cornerstone of navigating the Web – raise fundamental normative questions over the
role of machines as news gatekeepers (Napoli 2015; Nechushtai and Lewis 2019). For
instance, what kinds of news gatekeepers do we want machines to be? Do we want
them to personalise news search recommendations based on information they collect
about us? If so, what aspects of personalisation – such as our location, age, news con-
sumption habits or political preferences – should prevail? Should these news
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recommendations confirm our pre-existing political beliefs, or challenge them? And
what might the democratic consequences of these decisions be?

These questions come at a time when algorithms are an increasingly influential fac-
tor in the selection and distribution of news. More than half of news users worldwide
(55%) prefer to access news through search engines, social media, or news aggrega-
tors, which rely on algorithms rather than editors to select and rank stories (Newman
et al. 2019). The preference for news aggregators (websites or apps that aggregate
syndicated news content in one location) has grown significantly in recent years, with
young people particularly likely to rely on them as their primary source of news
(Newman et al. 2019). Internationally, Google News (which combines news aggrega-
tion with Google search functionality) has the largest share of the news aggregation
market, with 17% of North American and EU news consumers having used it in the
last week, rising to 28% in Asia and 41% in Latin America (Newman et al. 2019).

Google introduced personalisation to its PageRank algorithm in 2009 to solve the
issue of sorting through the massive amount of information that passes through it
(Google 2009). However, concerns have proliferated on how its algorithms filter infor-
mation, shape news consumption and potentially manipulate public knowledge.
Although there is an established body of knowledge about personalisation and news
content diversity on social media, we know less about news search. This is com-
pounded by the frequency of Google algorithm changes (Moz 2018), making it harder
to build a reliable base of evidence on news search and content diversity (Ørmen
2016). Responding to this need for further research, our paper addresses normative
aspects of the algorithms that underpin news search recommendations. This study
contributes to current debates on the extent of algorithmic news personalisation and
its consequences for news diversity in three ways. First, through an experimental study
design it expands the search terms used to examine personalisation and news diver-
sity in news aggregators beyond politicians to also include political issues. Second,
combining experiments with content analysis, it considers news diversity at two levels:
1) the news brand (source diversity), and 2) the article (viewpoint diversity). Third, it is
the first study to concurrently examine both news personalisation and news diversity
in one research design, thus providing a more complete picture of the diversity of
news sources and perspectives that users of news aggregators are exposed to.

News Diversity and Algorithmic Personalisation

A fundamental function of news media systems in democratic contexts is to provide
citizens with a diversity and balance of news outlets and content to choose from,
thereby ensuring the circulation of a range of perspectives in the public sphere (Norris
2000). News diversity can facilitate an informed and engaged electorate and is a key
indicator of a news media system’s health and performance (Hallin and Mancini 2012).
News diversity is typically conceptualised and operationalised at three levels (see
McDonald and Dimmick 2003). First, source diversity considers a news outlet’s inclusion
of multiple informational sources as the building blocks of a story (Voakes et al. 1996).
The diversity of such sources – much critiqued in journalism studies literature – can
tell us about the nature of societal power and journalism’s relationships to it (Thorsen
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and Jackson 2018). However, from a citizen’s perspective, source diversity can also be
understood as the array of news outlets one regularly consumes as part of one’s news
diet (Haim, Graefe, and Brosius 2018; Thurman 2011). This can be influenced by,
amongst other things, the algorithms of news aggregators – the focus of this article.
Second, content diversity can refer to the topics that a news consumer experiences
through news consumption (either through a single news outlet or multiple news out-
lets). Third, viewpoint diversity considers the plurality of perspectives that a news outlet
includes as part of its coverage of an issue (Haim, Graefe, and Brosius 2018).

As news consumption has increasingly moved online, so has scholarly attention
shifted to the role of algorithms in the process of managing and filtering news diver-
sity. After all, algorithms are now central to the process of assisting news consumers
to navigate through the potentially overwhelming amount of available information
online (Thurman, Lewis, and Kunert 2019). In many news contexts, algorithms are uti-
lised to recommend (potentially personalised) content to users based on information
held about them, such as their location, stated preferences and previous online behav-
iour. These recommendations can be drawn from explicit or implicit personalisation
preferences. The former are preferences the user has actively volunteered and the lat-
ter those the platform has observed from users’ behaviour – although, as with Google
News, these are often in combination (see Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016).

A key question, then, is whether the consumption of a diverse news diet is aided
or hindered in online news environments where algorithms are most prevalent.
Arguing the latter, some research has advanced the idea that algorithmic personalisa-
tion can systematically filter counter-attitudinal news and information akin to “invisible
auto-propaganda indoctrinating us with our own ideas” (Pariser 2011, p. 15), a process
typically known as “filter bubbles.” A related claim is that “echo chambers” occur
when people with the same interests or political worldviews interact primarily within
their group (Dubois and Blank 2018). While echo chambers pre-date the Internet, algo-
rithms can facilitate the process of both seeking and sharing information online that
conforms to the norms of an in-group and tends to reinforce existing beliefs
(Jamieson and Cappella 2008; Sunstein 2009). Both filter bubbles and echo chambers
can have potentially deleterious consequences for democracy by, for example, weak-
ening viewpoint diversity, undermining the normal functioning of group deliberation
and public debate, and contributing to political polarisation (Milano, Mariarosaria, and
Luciano 2020).

Such theories assume that algorithms make personalised recommendations exactly
in line with information people are interested in and viewpoints they hold. But this
does not have to be the case. After all, algorithmic design is a technological process
that can be altered to suit the demands of both commercial and democratic impera-
tives. Algorithms can be designed to expose citizens to more diverse content and to
politically cross-cutting information, while simultaneously maintaining audience
engagement and monetising long-tail content (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015;
Bod�o et al. 2019; Heitz et al. 2022). Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence that
algorithms can equally engender forms of political heterogeneity and diversity as they
do political homogeneity and uniformity (Barber�a et al. 2015; Bruns 2019; Dubois and
Blank 2018; Møller 2022). This can be, for example, through incidental exposure to a
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greater range of news outlets (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015; Fletcher and
Nielsen 2018a) and discordant news on social media (Kim, Chen, and Gil De Z�u~niga
2013) than would otherwise be encountered; the formation and strengthening of
weak ties able to accommodate more political diversity (Barber�a et al. 2015); or con-
sumption of news shared by friends that counters existing belief structures (Messing
and Westwood 2014).

Personalisation and News Diversity in News Search Engines

While there is a growing body of evidence that either contradicts or adds nuance to
some of the more dystopian claims about the consequences of algorithmic personal-
isation on social media, we know much less about the role of news search engines (or
aggregators) in this process. Given the widespread popularity and growth of news
search around the world, this is a significant deficiency. Existing research has exam-
ined the relationship between news consumption through search engines and news
diversity. Comparing four countries, Fletcher and Nielsen (2018b) asked survey partici-
pants about their news consumption and whether they used search engines for news.
They found that news search users on average utilised more sources of online news,
were more likely to utilise both left-leaning and right-leaning online news outlets, and
were exposed to a greater balance of news coverage in terms of similar numbers of
left-leaning and right-leaning sources. Finding little evidence to support filter bubble
theory, they instead advanced the concept of “automated serendipity” where people
were led to sources of news they would not otherwise encounter. Similarly, in a
seven-country survey, Dutton et al. (2017) found that news search was key among an
array of media consulted by those interested in politics, and that internet users were
not trapped in a bubble on a single platform.

A second strand of research – typically drawing on experimental research designs –
examines the nature of personalisation itself, which users might experience through
searching for news. In one of the earliest pieces of research on personalisation of
search results, Hannak et al. (2017) found that personalisation occurred based on
whether the person was signed in and geo-location. Their experiment also found that
politics was the most personalised category of search on the US version of Google,
and 11.7% of search results contained personalisation. A two-pronged study focused
on the German version of Google News analysed “the effects of personalization on
news diversity for news aggregators” (Haim, Graefe, and Brosius 2018, p. 333) and
tested “the effect of both implicit and explicit personalization on the content and
source diversity” (p. 330). It produced two primary findings. First, there was no evi-
dence to substantiate the filter-bubble hypothesis beyond “small effects of implicit
personalization on content diversity”; and second, there was a political bias through
over-representation of particular news outlets such as Focus Online and Die Welt and
therefore under-representation of “other, highly frequented, news outlets” (p. 330)
such as Bild.de, T-Online, RTL and orStern.de. “Given the overrepresented outlets’ con-
servative nature,” the researchers commented, “this bias can be troubling, especially in
terms of viewpoint diversity” (p. 339).
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Conversely, Nechushtai and Lewis (2018), explaining their findings from research
conducted shortly before the 2016US presidential election (Nechushtai and Lewis
2019), stated that Google News “does not deliver different news to users based on
their position on the political spectrum, despite accusations from conservative com-
mentators and even President Trump.” They found that Google News “algorithms rec-
ommended virtually identical news sources to both liberals and conservatives” and
that Google News was in fact “designed to avoid personalized search results, inten-
tionally constructing a shared public conversation based on traditional criteria of jour-
nalistic values.” However, an inherent bias was identified as arising from criteria
“which don’t directly have anything to do with a news organization’s political bent”
(Nechushtai and Lewis 2018). The results were dominated by mainstream, legacy news
organisations which tended to be viewed as centre-left. Nearly half of search results
encompassed just five national news organisations: The New York Times, CNN,
Politico, The Washington Post, and HuffPost (Nechushtai and Lewis 2018). This mirrors
the findings of an experiment in Dutch-speaking Belgium (Courtois, Slechten, and
Coenen 2018) that found Google search results favoured online versions of traditional
legacy media.

While this emerging body of literature on news search and personalisation has
found little evidence of reduced news diversity, there is still a need to examine this
important issue in different national and temporal settings, and to ask new questions
that advance our understanding. In the following section, we outline our study and
the four research questions that hold it together.

Research Focus and Questions

Since the publication of the aforementioned research, Google launched a new
Publisher Centre (in December 2019) where it provided more information on its search
ranking process. It claimed that Google News “aims to promote original journalism
and expose users to diverse perspectives” (Google News 2020). A number of factors
underpinning the algorithmic ranking of news were listed, namely: relevance of con-
tent, prominence, authoritativeness, freshness, location, and language. In the academic
literature, there is a wide-ranging hypothesised group of items, which often differs
between researchers and experiments, thus making “personalisation… the great
‘known unknown’ of search engines” (Ørmen 2016, p.110). Previous research has found
personalisation in news search results might also likely be influenced by political lean-
ing, time stamps, language settings, geo-location and whether the participant is
signed in to a Google account (Hannak et al. 2017; Ørmen 2016). Other studies find lit-
tle evidence of personalisation in Google News search results (Nechushtai and Lewis
2019). We therefore need more research to understand which factors prevail in various
settings. Our first research question therefore asks:

RQ1: What factors influence personalisation in search results on Google News in the UK?

While previous experimental research may have found little evidence of filter bub-
bles in news search, it has found a lack of source diversity in news search results, with
established national news outlets favoured. Given the UK’s national-centric media sys-
tem, we might therefore expect to find the same. However, given Google’s own
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statements about news source diversity, including factors that may not wholly privil-
ege national outlets, we pose another research question:

RQ2: Are Google News search results from a diverse set of news sources?

The news outlet origins of news articles are not the only measure of search result
diversity, however. Arguing that diversity has been mis-defined and that previous
studies have taken a straightforward, but limited, approach, M€oller et al. (2018) argue:
“Source-centred approaches to measuring media diversity are only of little help, par-
ticularly in the European context where press self-regulation emphasises internal diver-
sity of news media” (M€oller et al. 2018, p.963). Similarly, Fletcher and Nielsen (2018b)
recommend that future research should consider personalisation on the story level –
what we earlier defined as viewpoint diversity (Haim, Graefe, and Brosius 2018). For
the first time in a news search personalisation study, we take up this challenge:

RQ3: Are Google News search results diverse at story level (viewpoint diversity)?

Whilst Nechushtai and Lewis (2019) study did not take into account previous
searching and consumption patterns of online news, Bai et al. (2017), in their time
working for Yahoo Labs, discussed exploiting user-profiles to personalise content. They
specifically mentioned “news articles they have read in the past” (p. 126) as a factor
for building these profiles. This is further supported by Fletcher and Nielsen (2018b, p.
978), who say: “Google Search, for example, uses many different signals to deliver per-
sonalised results … and has – since the introduction of “personalised results” in 2005
(Google 2005) – increasingly integrated signals based on data specific to individual
users, including preferences inferred from what they have clicked on in the past.”
However, previous online news consumption has not typically been an explicit focus
of these studies. We therefore ask:

RQ4: Does previous online news consumption determine the news sources that Google
News recommends?

Method

Developing a method to measure black-boxed algorithms is a significant problem
(Ørmen 2016). As Haim et al. (2018) state, “we can only analyse the effects of personal-
ization on news diversity based on input-output analyses, for example, by varying a
user’s surf behaviour or preferences (i.e., input) and comparing the resulting news
offer (i.e., output)” (p. 333). Aside from the fact that scholars and journalists alike are
uncertain what factors influence algorithms, causing obvious issues when studying
them, there are also differences in how personalisation can be defined. For example, is
the presence of different news sources and rank orders enough to claim personalisa-
tion is present (Courtois, Slechten, and Coenen 2018)? Nechushtai and Lewis (2019)
respond to this issue by measuring personalisation in their results based on the (news
outlet) source of each article, similar to Fletcher and Nielsen (2018b). However, they
conclude that looking at personalisation on a source level omits the fact that most
news sources self-regulate by showing multiple perspectives. They say research should
consider looking at a story level (i.e., viewpoint diversity).
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Owing to the issues outlined above, and because accommodating these ideas in a
single piece of research has not been done before, this study applies a unique, mixed
methods design. The experimental stage was carried out first, followed by the content
analysis stage, with the former taking logistical and time-sensitive precedence.

Experimental Design

Following Nechushtai and Lewis (2019), we conducted a quasi-experiment to examine
the news recommendations to users when conducting searches in real time from their
personal accounts. The experiment was hosted online, and asked participants to copy
and paste links to the top five articles recommended for each term searched through
news.google.com. Participants were asked to apply four search terms: “Theresa May,”
“Jeremy Corbyn,” “People’s Vote” and “Immigration.” These search terms encompassed
the-then leaders of the two major political parties and two hotly contested topics in
the UK at the time of the survey and were chosen as opinions can often be split along
party lines (Walker 2019).

Past research has used differing ways to define and measure personalisation (RQ1).
Therefore, this study combined the methods of two relevant studies. Hannak et al.
(2017) measured the number of differences between a control and experimental
group, looking at the line-up of stories recommended. Adapting Nechushtai and Lewis
(2019) methods, the most common five articles for each search term were calculated,
and the number of differences for each participant computed, in order to calculate
personalisation for each person dependent on each search term. A number of varia-
bles, including self-identified political leaning1 (M¼ 3.89, SD ¼ 1.18), age (M¼ 34.05,
SD ¼ 16.17) and education level2 (M¼ 3.16, SD ¼ 0.79), were then plotted against the
number of differences, creating a correlational analysis for whether personalisation
was evident.

In order to determine the political slant of each news outlet, this research used an
audience-based approach developed by previous research (Flaxman, Goel, and Rao
2016; Fletcher and Nielsen 2018b) where participants were asked to rate each news
outlet’s political slant on a seven-point scale3. We also looked at the favourability of
participants towards each search term (May, Corbyn, People’s Vote, Immigration) on a
seven-point scale, following the conclusion of Fletcher and Nielsen (2018b) that one
single measure of the traditional left-right divide may be less important for
personalisation.

To understand news source diversity (RQ2), the sources (news outlets) of recom-
mendations were analysed alongside other indicators of diversity mentioned above.
To ascertain whether previous online news consumption influenced what Google
News recommended to them (RQ4), this study looked at six news sources. The criteria
used to decide these were a) previous news consumption4, b) the news that was rec-
ommended to participants in the experiment, and c) the self-identified political lean-
ings of our participants. The process of cross-referencing a) and b) led to
approximately 10 most common news sources, which were then reduced to six to
reflect a balance across the political spectrum. The six sources chosen were: The
Guardian, The Independent, BBC News, Sky News, Daily Mail and The Sun.
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Research Procedure and Participants

Ethical approval for the study was granted by X University in advance of data collec-
tion commencing (Ethics ID: 25787), which included informed consent of all partici-
pants. All participants were asked to complete the study in the same period which,
after several trial periods, was set between 2.45 pm and midnight on 20 March 2019.
This was done to control for shifts in the news agenda (Nechushtai and Lewis 2019)
and changes in the Google algorithm (Moz 2018). The main political news story during
the period of study was the ongoing Brexit process, with UK Prime Minister Theresa
May attempting to move Parliament in favour of her withdrawal deal. To ensure no
particular story affected the results, the time of search and number of search result
differences were correlated, with significance values for Spearman’s Correlation coeffi-
cient coming back not significant for three of the search terms (TM ¼ 0.923, JC ¼
0.88, PV ¼ 0, IM ¼ 0.306). However, the correlation between People’s Vote and time
was significant. To account for this, no conclusions were made from the results from
the People’s Vote searches. Therefore, this did not affect the study’s measure of
personalisation.

The link to the experiment was distributed via social media, as well as on Call for
Participants, a research recruitment website. Because of the necessarily tight time win-
dow (around nine hours) in which the experiment could be conducted, recruiting
large samples of participants was a challenge. In total, 86 participants were recruited,
via self-selecting sampling. However, three participants completed the study after mid-
night, two participants had submitted links to the same story for multiple categories,
and links from two participants reflected that they had accidentally searched google.-
co.uk rather than news.google.com. Data from these seven participants was removed.
Furthermore, in the case of one participant, links submitted for the Theresa May
search were in order, but other links reflected that google.co.uk had been searched for
the remaining three search terms. Hence the results for the Theresa May search were
retained (N¼ 79) whilst the data from the remaining three search terms were
deleted (N¼ 78).

As part of the experimental survey, we took participants’ personal characteristics.
While our sample makes no claims to representativeness of the UK population, it
makes for respectable comparisons, with slightly under 30% of participants self-identi-
fying as right-wing in their political leaning and around another 35% identifying, in
each instance, as left-wing or politically central (measured on a seven point scale, with
1¼ very left wing [M: 3.88, SD¼ 1.17]). Furthermore, a 55–45% split of females to
males was achieved, and whilst there was a slight skew towards younger participants
[M¼ 34.05, SD¼ 16.17] this was consistent with research that shows younger people
are more likely to use search engines to find news (Ofcom 2017). Finally, education
was measured on a four-point scale, ranging from no qualifications to degree-level or
above (M: 3.16, SD¼ 0.79). 35% of participants’ highest qualification was a university
degree while 51% had a post-secondary education qualification, making our partici-
pants slightly more educated than average for the UK.

Each unique search result was then given a four-digit code. It was evident that, on
several occasions, the same link was entered more than once from the same partici-
pant. When this happened, the replicated links were deleted and calculations adjusted.
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In all, 19 links were deleted in this manner, meaning a total of 1546 links were gath-
ered. Taking into account duplication of results, this represented 192 unique articles
from 57 publications, which formed the basis of our content analysis.

Content Analysis

To record the viewpoint diversity of recommendations (RQ3), all 192 unique articles
from the experimental survey were content analysed for their favourability towards
the search term. This method was chosen because Flaxman, Goel, and Rao (2016) say
that by labelling each story based on its publication’s overall political slant, contrasting
views evident in the same publication are mis-labelled and neutral coverage of break-
ing news is incorrectly labelled as having a slant. Our unit of analysis was the news
article. Our method allowed each article to be analysed and coded for its favourability
towards the search term it was recommended for5 (e.g., Theresa May, Immigration,
etc.) on a 3-point scale (�1¼ unfavourable, 0¼ balanced, 1¼ favourable), based on
how the article as a whole portrayed the search term and taking into account journal-
istic approach as well as leaning of any sources used. Each participant was then given
an average favourability slant for each search term based on the actual articles they
saw. We also coded for the type of article (news, feature, opinion, etc.) and the coun-
try the article primarily concerned. Two coders performed the content analysis.
Intercoder reliability tests were conducted on 50 of the articles (26% of total sample).
Cohen’s kappa scores demonstrate high levels of agreement for the type of article
(k¼ 0.96), the country (k¼ 0.94), and favourability slant towards the search
term (k¼ 0.9).

Findings

Factors Influencing Personalisation on Google News (RQ1)

Google News recommendations from all four searches were analysed, and the most
popular five articles were calculated for each search term. This was then compared to
each individual’s recommendations, and the number of differences per participant per
search term was calculated. The combined mean was 2.16, with Theresa May having
the most [3.24] and People’s Vote the least [0.91].

As Table 1 illustrates, personalisation is seen but varies dramatically based on the
search term. For Theresa May, more than three out of five search results were differ-
ent, on average, compared to less than one in five for the People’s Vote search.

Turning to the variables that might influence personalisation, as Table 2 shows,
even if personalisation can be seen it does not on the whole correlate with any of the
variables tested. There is one exception, with a positive correlation between self-

TABLE 1. Mean number of differences in the top five search results for each term.
Theresa May Jeremy Corbyn People’s Vote Immigration

Mean differences 3.24 2.96 0.91 1.53
Minimum differences 1 1 0 0
Maximum differences 5 5 5 5
Standard deviation 0.95 1.07 0.95 1.23
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identified political leaning and the number of differences in search results for Jeremy
Corbyn [rs ¼ 0.286, p< 0.05]. The more right-wing the participant was, the more per-
sonalised were the results after searching for Jeremy Corbyn, a politician who sits on
the left of the political spectrum.

News Source Diversity in Google News Results (RQ2)

RQ2 concerned the news outlets that were recommended for the Theresa May and
Jeremy Corbyn searches. These two searches yielded recommendations from 22 and
21 news outlets respectively [see Figures 1 and 2]. This was only slightly less than the
findings of Nechushtai and Lewis (2019) – an average of 23.25. Despite this large num-
ber of news sources, the top five represented 55% of recommendations for Theresa
May and 66% of sources for Jeremy Corbyn. Across the two searches, nine news sour-
ces ranked inside the top five. They are listed in Table 3, along with the number and
percentage of recommendations they accounted for.

These nine outlets made up 75% of all links seen by participants, compared with
Nechushtai and Lewis (2019) figure of 79% for the top 14 sources. Findings also
showed that the vast majority (97%) of recommended news sources were the same

Table 2. Relationships between personal characteristics and diversity of search results for each
search term.

Variable

Theresa May Jeremy Corbyn People’s Vote Immigration

rs p rs p rs p rs p

Self-identified political leaning 0.13 0.23 0.28 0.01� �0.01 0.98 0.21 0.07
Favourability towards search term �0.01 0.89 �0.04 0.74 0.16 0.16 �0.19 0.10
Age 0.21 0.06 0.21 0.06 0.02 0.83 0.13 0.26
Education �0.05 0.68 0.03 0.76 �0.18 0.11 �0.01 0.90

Note: Spearman tests of correlation. �Result is significant at the 0.05 level.

Figure 1. News recommendations in Google News searches for "Theresa May."
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for people of all political persuasions. As other studies found (Nechushtai and Lewis
2019), the number of recommendations was unevenly distributed amongst these top
news sources. The top five – The Guardian, Sky News, BBC News, Daily Express, and
London Evening Standard – made up more than half [52%] of the 775 recommenda-
tions. This means that when a politically diverse set of UK residents searched for either
of the main party leaders, they had a greater than one in two chance of being
directed to one of these five outlets for each search result. Whilst BBC News and The
Guardian are the two most popular online news sources, and Sky News comes in
fourth, the Daily Express and London Evening Standard are not amongst the top read
news outlets online in the UK (Newman et al. 2018). So, despite other sources being
more widely read online, these two news brands are being seemingly over-rewarded
by the Google algorithm. One potential explanation is their relative investments in
search engine optimisation (Dick 2011), and in the case of the Express, their aggressive
use of clickbait headlines.

Figure 2. News recommendations in Google News searches for "Jeremy Corbyn."

Table 3. News outlets that ranked amongst the top five most popular stories across Theresa May
and Jeremy Corbyn searches.

Outlet
Total number of
recommendations

% of all
recommendations Headquarters Original medium

The Guardian 120 15% London Newspaper
Sky News 87 11% London Broadcaster
BBC News 80 10% London Broadcaster
Daily Express 62 8% London Newspaper
London

Evening
Standard

57 7% London Newspaper

Independent 50 7% London Newspaper
Daily Mail 46 6% London Newspaper
The Telegraph 44 6% London Newspaper
New Statesman 35 5% London Magazine
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By most measures, there was little diversity of these most recommended news sour-
ces. All are legacy media: six of the nine outlets were originally print newspapers, two
are broadcasters and one is a magazine. All are based in London. This contrasts with a
US study which looked at Google News search results for health queries (Lin and
Rosenkrantz 2017), where half of all results were from local news outlets, something
barely seen in this study. Our results generally support the conclusions of Courtois,
Slechten, and Coenen (2018) who found that the distribution of Google search results
favoured the “primary and secondary definers that for long have been dominating the
public debate” (p. 2013): the mainstream media.

However, beyond the nine news outlets that dominate searches, there was still
small space for smaller and alternative news outlets. For the Jeremy Corbyn searches,
Jewish News was recommended 34 times, representing almost 9% of links for that
search. Similar results were found for Politics Home across both searches, representing
a total of almost 4% of links. Neither are household names, and whilst Jewish News is
a legacy media brand, Politics Home is a specialist, digital-native site.

Search Results and Viewpoint Diversity at the Article Level (RQ3)

Looking solely at the sources of recommendations is only part of the issue of diversity
in online searches (Hannak et al. 2017; Flaxman, Goel, and Rao 2016; Fletcher and
Nielsen, 2018b). To make an assessment of viewpoint diversity, each article recom-
mended to and seen by participants was content analysed for its favourability towards
the search term. Table 4 represents the average favourability slant for each
search term.

Immediately evident is the fact that the coverage of the two main party leaders
was negative, with Theresa May marginally more so than Jeremy Corbyn. In addition,
there was much more favourable content for People’s Vote than any of the other
search terms. The campaign for a People’s Vote – a second referendum on the UK’s
membership of the EU – had people across the political spectrum divided (Walker
2019). While it is surprising that search results were so favourable, it may have been
owing in part to news outlets unfavourable towards the topic simply not covering it.

Findings were analysed in relation to favourability of the search term for, as well as
stated political leaning of, each participant. Similar to RQ1, on the whole very little sig-
nificant correlation was found (Table 5).

However, there was one significant negative correlation between immigration and
political leaning [rs ¼ �0.227, p< 0.05], where the more right-wing a participant was,
the more likely it was for the participant to see unfavourable stories about immigra-
tion. The finding was despite, on the whole, there being a greater number of recom-
mended stories that were favourable towards immigration [M¼ 0.24]. This couples

Table 4. Average favourability slant for each search term in Google News results.
Theresa May Jeremy Corbyn People’s Vote Immigration

Average Slant �0.5 �0.28 0.73 0.24
Standard Deviation 0.5 0.45 0.45 0.48

Note: �1 represents unfavourable, þ1 represents favourable.
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with the finding from RQ1 that right-wing participants see more personalised recom-
mendations for certain searches.

Looking below news outlet level when measuring personalisation has not been
done before, despite calls to do so from scholars (Hannak et al. 2017; Flaxman,
Goel, and Rao 2016; Fletcher and Nielsen 2018b). These results support previous
suggestions that coding each recommendation by news source can cause results
to miss certain aspects of personalisation. It also supports the call for further
research on a deeper level looking at whether other semantic factors are evident in
personalisation.

Previous Online News Consumption and Google News Recommendations (RQ4)

The final research question refers to the popular, although as yet unproven, theory
that news consumption history has an effect on personalisation. We performed this
analysis on six news sources, taking into account previous news consumption, the
news that was recommended to participants in the experiment, and the stated polit-
ical leanings of participants.

We then compared the total number of, for example, Guardian links seen in the
results for Guardian readers and non-readers. This was then repeated for the remain-
ing five sources. If personalisation based on previous online news consumption in this
instance was present, it would be expected that Guardian readers would have a higher
percentage of recommendations than non-Guardian readers. As seen in Table 6, there
are no meaningful differences between groups, with Mann-Whitney U tests confirming
the non-significant relationships6.

In addition to looking at individual publications, we calculated whether participants
who read left-wing news sources were more likely to see left-wing news sources in
their search results (see Table 7). This was then applied to centre and right-wing news
sources, using the same six publications. Again, there were no significant differences
in search results7, suggesting that personalisation based on users’ previous online
news consumption was not seen.

Table 5. Correlations between search terms, favourability and political leaning.

Variable

Theresa May Jeremy Corbyn People’s Vote Immigration

rs p rs P rs p rs p

Favourability towards search term �0.064 0.58 �0.168 0.14 �0.08 0.49 �0.08 0.47
Self-identified political leaning 0.073 0.52 0.026 0.82 0.10 0.38 �0.227 0.05�
Note: Spearman tests of correlation. �Result is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 6. Percentage of recommendations for six news sources, based on whether participants are
readers or non-readers of that source.

Guardian Independent BBC News Sky News Daily Mail The Sun

Readers: links from source 18.03%
(75/416)

4.35%
(12/276)

11.95%
(149/1247)

6.21%
(26/419)

5.04%
(24/476)

0.92%
(2/217)

Non-readers: links from source 18.50%
(209/1130)

3.78%
(48/1270)

12.37%
(37/299)

5.50%
(62/1127)

3.93%
(42/1070)

1.50%
(20/1329)
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Discussion and Conclusion

The ambition of this article was to bring together multiple aspects of the debate sur-
rounding news search personalisation and news source diversity into one piece of
research. Our results show that personalisation is evident on Google News in the UK.
However, this did not appear to correlate significantly with any of the variables tested,
including previous online news-searching behaviour. Our findings therefore support
previous research that claims the list of personalisation factors is, on the whole,
unknown (Ørmen 2016).

Overall, our results provide little evidence to support claims that the personalising
algorithms of news search engines reduce news diversity. Based on our four search
terms, users were exposed to quite a large range of news brands and individual
articles that encompassed different sides of the political spectrum. Beyond just reject-
ing the filter bubble hypothesis, our findings add weight to the positive effects of
using news search in exposing news consumers to a greater balance of news sources
and political viewpoints than other forms of news consumption (e.g., Fletcher and
Nielsen, 2018b). There were two exceptions to this overall finding, however, both of
which may have normative implications. First, we found that right-wing participants
were significantly more likely to find negative articles about a left-wing politician
(Jeremy Corbyn) in contrast to those participants on the left. Second, when consider-
ing viewpoint diversity on an article level, very little significant correlation was found
between the slant of articles seen and political leaning or favourability of the search
term. However, participants who self-identified as right-wing were recommended
more negative stories about immigration. When we consider the greater propensity of
right-leaning voters to be anti-immigration (Kaufmann 2017), this may hint towards a
personalising effect akin to a filter bubble. It may also suggest that algorithmic per-
sonalisation can occur around other similarly divisive political issues – an empirical
question that warrants further research given its potential democratic consequences.

Significantly, a high degree of news source homogeneity was observed, similar to
U.S. findings (Nechushtai and Lewis 2019). This links to concerns over the way search
engines recommend news. Our study shows that the Google algorithm mainly directs
users to traditional, legacy media that gained prominence before the Internet.
Normatively, we need to reflect on whether such homogeneity is good or bad. Given
concerns about “fake news,” and the quality of news and information circulating on
the Internet, we may find reassurance in the fact that the top nine recommended
news sources were all relatively “trusted” brands (Newman et al. 2018) that together,
provide a reasonable cross-section of the ideological spectrum. But this also needs to

Table 7. Percentage of recommendations for the six news sources, grouped by political leaning,
based on whether participants are readers or non-readers of a source of that political leaning.

Left-wing sources
(Independent and

Guardian)

Centre sources
(BBC News and

Sky News)

Right-wing sources
(Daily Mail and

The Sun)

Readers: links from sources 21.25%
(109/513)

17.95%
(231/1287)

6.53%
(35/536)

Non-readers: links from sources 22.75%
(235/1033)

16.60%
(43/259)

5.25%
(53/1010)
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be weighed against the question of diversity and balance. As the news landscape frag-
ments there are, for instance, flourishing digital-only news brands alongside an influ-
ential alternative news sector often set up explicitly as a counterweight to the political
consensus of the mainstream media (Cushion 2021). With two exceptions, these news
outlets barely registered in Google News search results. Hardly any local news was
offered to people relevant to their location, despite most of the search terms having
local alongside national relevance. These findings support Nechushtai and Lewis’s
(2019) argument that “digital distribution of news might narrow the conversation
around a small set of national outlets” (p.302). Still, while our study shows the domin-
ance of a handful of news sources, we are reminded that, generally, people do not
have particularly diverse news repertoires, and that use of search engines is typically
related to a more diverse diet of news (Fletcher and Nielsen, 2018b).

Beyond the empirical findings of this research, the results connect to ongoing ques-
tions about the normative role of algorithms in news and journalism. The ability of
algorithms to affect what users see – via search and elsewhere online – has been well
established (Bruns 2019; Fletcher and Nielsen 2018c; Ørmen 2016). However, as
Nechushtai and Lewis (2019) discuss, there has been little debate on what is expected
from algorithmic editors. There is hope that algorithms will perform as well as, or
even better than, humans when selecting news content. But there is such wide inter-
pretation of what performing “well” means that it is almost impossible to determine
whether algorithms are performing these functions as expected (Nechushtai and Lewis
2019). In this context, consideration of the different models of democracy that news
organisations can serve in the implementation of recommender technology is of
utmost importance, because such technology can offer both threats and opportunities
for the democratic role of the media (Helberger 2019). Here, important theoretical and
empirical progress is being made that is driven by socially responsible designs in news
recommendations (Bernstein et al. 2021; Helberger 2019; Helberger, Karppinen, and
D’Acunto 2018; Heitz et al. 2022; Milano, Mariarosaria, and Luciano 2020; Thurman,
Lewis, and Kunert 2019). Such studies are finding that news recommenders can be
designed to enhance the public service function of the news media rather than dilute
it (Møller 2022). This can be done through, for example, incorporating diversity, seren-
dipity and editorial input into the algorithmic design that nudges users towards pre-
ferring news with differing or even opposing views. Not only does this offer a
potentially depolarising effect in increasingly divided democracies, it also seems that
users are more positive towards personalisation if recommender systems provide them
with diverse news (Bod�o et al. 2019).

Together, these new directions in research – alongside our empirical findings –
paint a more optimistic picture of algorithms in the news than that offered by the fil-
ter bubble hypothesis. First, however, this does not mean that in practice, news organ-
isations are always designing them with public service principles in mind. As
Helberger (2019, p.1009) argues: “Too often news recommenders are developed as
part of an R&D project, or with purely commercial objectives in mind.” Second, the
democratic promise of algorithms has been largely developed through a focus on the
recommender algorithms of news websites, not news aggregators such as Google
News. Without the same public service ethos as news organisations, it should not be
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assumed that Google will take the same journey as their journalistic counterparts. For
now, we can perhaps be reassured that most news consumers view both algorithmic and
human editorial selection processes with some suspicion (Fletcher and Nielsen 2018c).

Because these are formative times for the integration of machines into news produc-
tion and circulation, the landscape we are studying is changing faster than researchers
can reasonably capture and make sense of. It is therefore crucial for further research to
examine – both empirically and theoretically – the impact of machines on the news ecol-
ogy. To advance understanding of algorithmic personalisation in news search and building
on some of the limitations of this study, we would recommend several directions for
future research. Our study expanded the range of search terms that experimental studies
have utilised, to include policy issues in addition to party leaders. Still, examining only
two policy issues limits the conclusions we can make about the influence of algorithms in
shaping public debate. Given our findings, it is important for future research to explore a
range of policy issues that have differing degrees of polarisation and party ownership.
Existing studies – including our own – have also typically used only one or two experi-
mental windows. To understand algorithmic personalisation more fully, we should expand
this towards longitudinal research designs that can monitor search results over a longer
period. The experimental part of our study – like others in this fledgling field – was based
on a small sample of participants. While generalisability is not the goal of such exploratory
quasi-experimental study designs, the field would nevertheless benefit from larger-scale
experimental studies that draw from a larger geographical spread than our study was cap-
able of. Then, for example, we could better understand the influence of individual demo-
graphic factors, including geo-location, on news personalisation. At the same time, our
study demonstrated the value of combining content analysis with experiments to examine
different levels of source diversity in news search results. Given that news outlets do not
always speak with one voice; it would be prudent to combine methods in future research.
Finally, this research tested only one way that an algorithm could exploit a user’s news
consumption behaviour to influence search results. Future research should look to include
more search history data points, as we know that search engines use data to build pro-
files of users to aid news search personalisation (Bai et al. 2017).

Notes

1. Participants were asked to position themselves on a seven-point scale, with 1 being “far left
wing” and 7 being “far right wing”.

2. Measured on a 4 point scale ranging from 1 (Didn’t finish secondary education) to 4
(Degree level or higher).

3. “What, in your opinion, is the political inclination of the AUDIENCE of each of these media
organisations?”

4. Following Fletcher and Nielsen (2018a), we asked: “Which of the following brands have you
used to access news online THREE days or more in the last week (via websites, apps, social
media, and other forms of Internet access)? Please select all that apply.”

5. For example, if the article was returned from a search for ‘Theresa May’ and was highly
critical of the National Health Service but favourable towards Theresa May, then it would be
coded as ‘favourable’.

6. p values ranged from 0.438 to 0.945.
7. For the Mann-Whitney U tests, p values ranged from 0.443 to 0.516.
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